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Correlation contributions to the valence-electron densities of the Na and K atoms are evaluatrd by means of pseudopo- 
tential and density-functional methods. The remlts are compared to ab initio values, and reference is made to previous 
calculations for Li. 

l_ Introduction 

Core-valence correlation has a rather large effect 
on the properties of alkali atoms. For the K atom, 
for example, its contribution to the ionization poten- 
tial is 0.3 eV (S%) [ 1,2], and its influence on the di- 

pole polarizability is even more important (the SCF 
value being too large by 45% [3]). In this letter, we 
are concerned with changes in valenceelectron den- 
sities of alkali atoms due to core-valence correlation_ 
We have already presented results for fi in a previous 
paper (hereafter referred to as I) [4], and now contin- 
ue that work for Na and K. 

Core-valence correlation effects can, in principle, 
be calculated to any desired degree of accuracy with- 
in the framework of configuration-interaction (Cl) 

methods. The computational effort increases rapidly, 
however, with the number of electrons, and it is dif- 

ficult to obtain sufficient accuracy. This applies espe- 
cially to Rb and Cs, where core-valence correlation 
effects are largest. 

We discuss here two alternative approaches: 
(i) The density-functional formalism provides a 

simple means of estimating correlation energies from 
SCF charge densities and electron-gas data [S] _ In its 
self-consistent version, it is also capable of describing 

correlation contributions to charge densities in a 
reasonable way, as shown in I for Li. 

(ii) Pseudopotentials which are fitted to experimen- 
tal atomic data include core-valence correlation either 
implicitly [6] or explicitly [7,8] in the form of core- 
polarization potentials [ 1,2] _ A discussion of correla- 
tion effects becomes possible if results are compared 
with those from SCF-adjusted pseudopotentials [4.9,10]_ 

In section 2 we give a short description of the two 
approaches, while in section 3 we present our results 
for Na and K and compare them with ab initio calcula- 
tions_ We conclude with a critical assessment of the 
merits and shortcomings of the various methods_ 

2. Methods 

2.1. Density functio~mls 

Within the framework of the density-functional 
formalism, the influence of correlation on charge den- 
sities is described by local correlation potentials which 
are functional derivatives of the correlation part of the 
density functional_ In a local-spin-density (LSD) ap- 
proximation, corrected for self-interaction [5], the 
following correlation potentials p,_+ (for spin + and 
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spin -) are obtained: Table 1 

&, = &@,.P_) -f&@**O) . (1) 

with 

Parameters (in au) of the pseudopotentials used in this work 

&&+.P_) = E&+-P-) 

1 lere. E, (~3,. p_) is the correlation energy per particle 
of the homogeneous spin-polarized electron liquid 
with densities p+ and p_ _ We use E, in a parametrized 
form proposed recently by Vosko et al. [ 1 I] _ 

The correlation potentials (1) are introduced into 

the unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) interation pro- 
cedure in the way described in I. The number of 
spherical gaussinns used for the analytic representation 
of the atomic pci in our calculations for Na dnd K is 30. 

2.2 Pseitdopotemials 

We start here with SCF-adjusted pseudopotentials. 

l’S/sc,’ . for Na and K wbicb have been shown to be of 
frozen-core IiF quality [ 12]_ As in 1. we add to VScr;- 

3 correlation potential of the fornl 

Tlte parameters of the pseudopotentials used in this 

work are compiled in table 1 _ When fitting to esperi- 
mental energies. the two lowest s valence ionization 

potentials were used (3s,4s for Na; 4s, 5s for K). The 

accuracy of the fit was 10m5 au. If more than one com- 
bination of parameters satisfied this criterion. we chose 
that one which gave the best results for the lligber 
Rydberg terms, as was done in previous work [4,6-g] _ 
With V, (eq. (2)) the 10e5 au criterion for ens and 
E(,,+ t Is was satisfied for a rather large range of p values 

(e.g. 0.1 au for K). but. again. the higher Rydberg terms 

could be used to reduce that interval. 

lfc = --(cx/>~)[ 1 - exp(-/!I?)]2 . (3 

The parmneters (Y and /3 in l/C are deterrnined by fitting 
the pseudopotential iTplps = VsCF + V, to esperirnental 

ionization energies 1 Is] _ 

2.3. .4b inin- calculatiom 

In order to study the sensitivity of our results with 
respect to the fitting procedure chosen. we also test PC 
with the parameters cr./? used by hitiller and Meyer [ 1] 
in recent all-electron calculations. (For future reference 
we call that correlation potential Vd and the correspond- 
ing pseudopotential Pt!,s_) III 1’;. cx is the polarizability 

of the core and 0 ensures agreement of the calculated 

and experimental ionization energies. With this choice, 
the long-range tdil of 1’: is certainly superior to that of 

the energetically-fitted i’,_ 

The ab initio calculations of this work were done 

by using the method of self-consistent electron pairs 

(SCEP) [ 141. which bas been extended to use a spin- 
unrestricted open-shell reference determinant [ 15]_ 
Use is made of the coupled-electron-pairs approxima- 
tion (CEPA) [ 161; CEPA-1 is employed throughout 
since this version has performed best for properties 
[3.17]. 

24. Basis sefs 

Furthermore, we investigate the influence of the 

fmlctionrl form of the correlation potential by changing 

(2) into 

Fl= -f2 exp(-br2) . (3 

with parameters Q and b adjusted again to experimental 

ionization energies. The resulting pseudopotentiai Vis 

= VSct- + l’: has a long-range behaviour which is dis- 
tinctly different from that of vnps and Vis_ 

In the LSD and pseudopotential calculations of this 
work, we employ a (14~10~) gaussian basis set con- 
tracted to [IOsSp] for Na, and a (16~12~) gaussian ba- 

sis set contracted to [12s9p] for K. We have also per- 

formed test calculations with other basis sets, but the 
density changes were negligible. The basis sets of the 

CEPA calculations are (14s9p4d)/[ 12s9pld] for Na, 

-and (16slOpI?d)/[l2s8p2d] for K. 
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1.205 7.427 
0.43 0.18 

p” 
0.9947 5.354 
0.62 0.29 
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3. RemIts 

We present results for valence-electron radial den- 
sities, D(r), defmed by 

D(r) = 4x$ [px(r) - p.&)] , X = Na, K . (4) 

The densities, px and px+, are determined from sepa- 
rate calculations for atoms and ions. With pseudopo- 
tentials, px+ has to be put equal to zero, of course_ 

In order to study the correlation effect on D(r), we 
subtract UHF densities, L)scF(r), from the correlated 
results, Bmr.r(f>: 

In fig_ 1 and 2, plots of AD(t) are shown for the 
two alkali atoms. Our pseudopotential and density- 
functional results are compared to ab initio CEPA 
calculations. For Na, two CEPA curves are drawn: 
for the first, only core-valence correlation has 
been included, while, for the second, the core has 
also been correlated. For K, only the first type of 
CEPA curve is given. With all methods. the same qual- 
itative effect (already described for Li in I) can be ob- 
served_ D(r) increases in the region where core and 
valence density overlap. The points which separate 
the region where charge is ~vi~d~wn from that 
where it is accumulated are nearly the same for all 
curves, 

With pseudopotentials, the SCF densities are generated 
from pseudoorbitals detemlined with Vsm (cf. section 
2_2)_ 

Let us now discuss the quantitative amount of 
charge transferred_ There is good agreement between 
the pseudopotent~~ AD(r) and that CEPA calcula- 
tion which includes core-valence correlation only_ 

The 0.002 au contours of the density p are some- This agreement may be partly fortuitous, how- 
times used to defme atomic radii [18] _ These contours ever. When all electrons are correlated in the CEPA 
areatr=33auforNaandatr=3_5auforKThe calculation, the charge transfer is significantly reduced 
corresponding vahres for Na+ and K* are 2.4 and 3.1 (cf. fig. 1). This is because core correlation reduces 
au, respectively. The maximum of the valence-orbital the attractive inter-shell correlation, as has been dis- 

density is at r = 3.4 au for Na, and at r = 4.4 au for K. cussed in detail [2] _ ‘with our fully correlated CEPA 

I I I t 

0 1.0 2-o 3.0 4.0 6.0 7.0 6-O 9.0 10-O 

Fi% I. Vaknce-ehxron density differences AD(~) cm au) for the Na atom from pseudopotential V& (- 
CEF’A czdcuhtinns with (---) and without (---) core correlation 

), LSD (.._)). and 
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Fig. 1. V~lcnce-clectron density differences U(r) (in au) for the K atom from pseudopotential Vfi, (--- ), LSD (_ . .), and CEPA 
cda~l.~tions without core correlation (---)_ 

calculations for Na and Na+. we recover 80% of the 
correlation contribution to the experimental ioniza- 
tion energy_ The remaining error of 20% may proba- 
bly be attributed to basis-set deficiencies_ Thus. in the 
basis-set limit, the CEPA aO(r) values could well be- 
come larger in magnitude by 20-30%. which would 
bring them into close agreement with the pseudopo- 
rential results. 

K, respectively) but the correlation contributions to 
the ionization potentials (IP) are considerably too 
small (being -5% for Na and ~30% for K). 

It should be noted. at this point, that a variational 
configuration-interaction (Cl) wavefunction for inter- 
shell and core correlation yields values of AD(r) which 
are too small if only single and double substitutions 
are included (Cl SD)_ Unlinked triple substitutions are 
important here [2]. Without them, .&D(r) is smaller 
in magnitude than the CEPA results by a factor of 2-3 
for the Na atom. The effect on the density is consider- 
ably larger than the energetic one: the correlation con- 
tribution to the ionization energy is 70% with Cl SD 
(versus SO% with CEPA). 

Apparently, energetic effects and density changes 
exhibit about the same relative errors. For Ii, where 
93% of the correlation contribution to the ionization 
energy was recovered in the LSD calculation, the den- 
sity differences were virtually identical to the pseudo- 
potential ones [4] _ We note that, for the group IA 
and IB elements with atomic number larger than 18, 
LSD consistently underestimates the correlation con- 
tributions to the IPs by a factor of 3 [20]. The LSD 
M)(r) curves for these atoms are expected, therefore, 
to be of the same quality as for the K atom 

In the LSD calculations. which also contain both 
core-valence and core-correlation contributions, the 
amount of charge transfer is intermediate between 
Cl SD and CEPA. 

The total correlation energy is well described by 
LSD (the deviations from the “empirical” values (as 
quoted in ref. [ 191) are only 1% and 5% for Na and 

The question remains: how sensitive are the m(r) 
curves to the functional form and the parametrization 
of the pseudopotential? In figs. 3 and 4. plots of 
M(r) are shown for Na and K with the three pseudo- 
potentials Vps_ I&. and I$s described in section 2.2. 
In spite of the rather different long-range behaviour 
of the correlation part, all three pseudopotentials lead 
to virtually the same density differences. This is due 
to the fact that in the physically-important valence 
region the pseudopotentials exhibit similar behaviour. 

Our results are not only insensitive to the choice of 
the correlation part but also to the choice of the SCF 
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Fig. 3. ~knee*kCtron density differences &D(r) (ii au) for the Na atom from pseudopotential cakuhtions: J’ps d..). V;S 
( ---). v;, (-)_ 

part of the pseudopotentials, If the correlation poten- 
tial Vl is retained, for example, and the pseudopoten- 
tiaI as a whole is adjusted to experimental energies 
[7,8], the density differences are nearly identical to 
those displayed in figs. 3 and 4. Furthermore, our 

t 

pseudopotential results compare favourably to all- 
electron calcuIations including Vf; fl,3], with the 
exception of the inner core region of course_ 

Summarizing, we may state that correlation effects 
oh valence densities are qualitatively similar for I.& Na 
and K. 

* 

1.0 2-u S-0 4.0 6-U 7.0 6.0 9-O 

Fig. 4- Same as in fs_ 3, but for the K atom. 
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Pseudopotentjals are well suited to the determina- 
tion of the valence density changes due to electron 
correlation. 

In the density-functional calculations. the amount 
of charge transfer is underestimated for Na and K by 
about the same factor as is the contribution to the ex- 
perimental ionizrttion energy. 
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